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Suspended policemen reinstated
by Sharon Deveau
Two UMO policemen, suspended with
pay last week due to allegations that they
drew guns on a campus coed, were
reinstated yesterday following a police and
administrative investigation into the mat-
ter.
Patrolmen Leroy Patterson and John
Heitmann were cleared of the charges
against them and will be on the lob starting
today. Patterson underwent a polygraph
examination on Thursday, the Campus
learned from Heitmann.
When asked if he himself had submitted
to the examination, commonly known as a
lie detector test, Heitmann replied, "I have
not. But Officer Patterson took one today."
Throughout Thursday afternoon, admini-
strators refused to deny that there was
going to be a polygraph test administered.
Stephen Weber, assistant to the presi-
dent; Robert Keane, director of personnel;
and Alan Reynolds, director of police and
safety, all responded "no comment" when
questioned about the polygraph.
Once the statement concerning the
officers' reinstatement was announced,
Weber admitted that there had in fact been
a polygraph examination given.
The university has done its best to
respond to what it perceives as serious
allegations against two police officers," he
said. "We conducted an investigation and
at the end of this process, which included a
.voluntary polygraph examination by an
independent civilian examiner, the officers
were exonerated."
Controversy over the suspensions arose
when Patrolman Gerald Scott accused
police administrators of trying to use
"intimidation" tactics against the two men
since they had been involved with a vote of
no-confidence against Reynolds.
Weber added "I'm pleased that they
have been exonerated of the charges
against them."
News of the reinstatement came in an
interview late Thursday afternoon with
attorney Marshall Stern, who is represent-
ing the two men. "There will be a
statement issued sometime soon through
Students elect
senators today
Elections are in progress today to fill
18 vacant seats in the General Student
senate. The elections for Stodder, Hart.
Hancock. Dunn and York halls will be held
in those dormitories until 6 p.m., and the
elections for the fraternity, off-campus and
graduate seats will be in the lobby of the
Memorial Union from 8 p.m. to 5 p.m.,
Charlie Edwards from the Student Govern-
ment office said.
The candidates running for the single
seats in the four dormitories are: Stodder
Hall. Patti Rushee; Hart Hall, Sabrina
Robiller; Hancock Hall. Linda Pettinato;
Dunn Hall, Robert Lowell and Andrew
Sheppe.
Candidates for the two vacant seats
from York Hall are Lenny Russo and John
Hurne.
The three men competing for the one
open fraternity seat are: Bill Randall from
Alpha Gamma Rho, Emil Genest from
Alpha Tau Omega, and Dean Waring from
Tap Epsilon Phi.
There are six vacant seats to represent
the off-campus students and the can-
didates are: Ted Doty, Susan B. Leonard,
Nancy Zambri, mar y Furman Kozlowski,
Kirby Whitney, Kerry Hand, Richard
Fernald. Stepehen Gorman, Greg Cutler,
Richard Hodgdon. and Gary Rodger.
either President Neville's office or Stephen
Weber's office," he announced. "I think I
can satisfactorily say that these people will
be reinstated immediately, starting
today," he continued.
Stern said he believed that the university
had found that there was "no basis to the
charge" and it "must be happy that it has
two policemen back to work now."
President Howard Neville responded to
the reinstatement by saying, "I'm very
pleased about it."
John Blake, finance and administration
vice president, could not be reached for
comment.
Reynolds said, "I don't have any
comment at this time. There's a statement
being prepared now."
Only one of the two patrolmen could bc
contacted for a response to the announce
ment. Patterson, in reply to questions
concerning the suspension's end, said he
did not wish to comment "at this time,"
since he had yet to confer with his lawyer
regarding the decision.
Officer Heitmann was unavailable for
comment.
•
Snow-covered cars in this university parking lot indicate the ferocity of the storm that hit the Bangor area Tuesday. High winds,
drifts and heavy snow caused the cancellation of classes for only the second time in 15 years. [Photo by Ed Stevens]
Students enjoy holiday 
While the blizzard raged...
by Ken Holmes
As the white stuff piled up outside Tuesday, somewhat clearer
stuff was flowing down inside the many domiciles comprising the
UMO community.
At Hancock Hall, one basement resident told of a keg party
that was "more lively than any weekend party in recent
memory."
One local fraternity. ATO, called up the campus radio station
during the day to announce a party for all corners. Within
minutes, though, residents of the house were forced to call back,
to regretfully announce that they could get no beer. The story
had a happy ending when members of the SAE house made a
final call to the station, announcing that they had beer for all
corners.
Stray souls who happened to wander outside, towards the
party or wherever else, may have wished they'd stayed inside
with a book, however.
Near blizzard conditions ravaged the university community
from early Tuesday morning until well into the night. depositing
more than a foot of new snow in the Greater Bangor area.
The timing and severity of the storm forced cancellation of
classes for a full day for the first time in years at UMO. a move
which cost the university thousands of dollars.
After the storm. Vice President for Financial Affairs John
Blake estimated that as much as $5.000 may have been expanded
in extra wages paid to university employees who were torced to
work during the time the school was officially closed.
He explained that employees in the steamplant, cafeterias,
grounds crew, police department and other areas had to work
regardless of the closing. Standard university procedures, he
said, call for workers to receive either time and a half wages or
comensurate time off later if called into work during the closing.
(continued on page 14)
Musicians pipe up after much practice
by Pat Murkland
It's all a matter of coordination and
discipline. Not to mention years of
practice, if you want to play it so people can
remain in the area.
It's the bagpipe. Ned Smith teaches how
to play it every Monday as part of the
Memorial Union Education Exchange
program.
Smith says he's played the pipes for 20
years. Last year he started his own band,
the Argyle Highlanders, who are based in
Bangor and tour Maine in the summer.
Besides bagpiping and drumming. the
Campus Corner
kilted bandmembers perform Highland
and Scottish country dancing, not to
mention Gaelic and Scottish singing.
Several bandmembers have taken lessons
with Smith through the Education Ex-
change.
"I started teaching at UMO in 1975,"
says the 30-year-old East Holden resident.
"I like to get people to play."
However, the eight to 12 beginners he
gets every semester always dwindle down
to "the three or four who keep going,"
Smith says, "because it takes considerable
time and effort, and a good amount of
work."
Before you even start with the bagpipe
you have to learn how to play a practice
chanter, which resembles a bagpipe
without a bag. It takes one year to get the
chanter's nine notes and variety of grace or
combination notes right. Smith says. "And
that's frustrating. because it's not even the
instrument you want to play."
(continued on page 2)
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Friday, February 10
7 p rn Wide-Stein Club meeting, International
Lounge, Memorial Union
VVomen's baskeiball. Maine vs Vermoni. 7 30
pm
Damn Yankee dance featuring Aces & Eights. 8
P.m
8:15 p.m. Opera: The Magic Flute," Hauck
Auditorium. Tickets: students with ID, $2:
others, $3.
MUAB movie "Fanny Hill ' will be cancelled if
the film isn't received from snowed-in Boston
Call 581-2600 for information
Saturday, February 11
7 and 9:33 p.rn. MUAB movie - Johnny Got
His Gun," 101 English-Math.
8 p m MUAB presents Dynamic Disco by
Bronson Damn Yankee, 25 cents cover charge
8:15 p.m. Opera: The Magic Flute." Hauck
Auditorium. Tickets: students with ID, $2;
others $3.
Sunday, February 12
7 p m MUAB film festival. 'Casablanca.
English-Math 50 cent admission
Monday, February 13
Tap dancing lessons, 2 p m in Lown rooms
7 p.m.Maine Peace Action Committee
meeting, Virtue Room. The Maples Al:
welcome to attend
8:15 p.m. Benefit concert. Michi North.
international concert pianist; Hauck Audi-
torium, Memorial Union_ Tickets: $2; students
$1; purchase at Memorial Unon box office and
Viner's, Bangor.
• Bagpiper enjoys teaching others
(continued from page
Once the apprentice can play the
chanter, he moves to the pipes. It takes "a
couple years" to learn how those work,
Smith says.
Lynn Lowell, a UMO secretary who is a
Gaelic singer for the Argyle Highlanders,
agrees bagpiping "is a coordination thing.
You fill up the bag with air and blow the
pipes with your lips, using your elbows to
push the air in and out," she says. "You
don't have to be windy, but it helps."
She's played for 12 years.
Both Smith and Lowell learned how to
play at the Gaelic Arts College in Nova
Scotia. "One of the best pipers in the world
taught me—Seuman MacNeill of Scot-
land." Smith says. He practices 30-45
minutes a day, "because I'm always
learning new tunes to teach the band."
Associate Dean of Student Activities
David M. Rand, who is also an Argyle
Highlander, just started his fourth year of
bagpipe lessons with Smith.
"To play it is one thing," he says, "But
to play it well is another. It's not a
comfortable instrument; you can't sit down
and play it like a piano. It's hard work. A
bagpipe is not a toy—it's a serious
instrument."
Even accomplished players still practice
with the chanter, Lowell explains, "Be-
cause some people don't like to hear the
bagpipe, and besides, it's easier to carry."
You can get a Nova Scotian chanter
through the Memorial Union Program
Board for $12.
However, "a good set of pipes runs from
$400 to $500." Smith says. His own pipes
are about 18 years old, and come from
Scotland. "Of course, you can get the kind
that are made in Pakistan for $75 to $100.
But they know absolutely nothing about
bagpipes—they sound like snake char-
mers' flutes."
Why does Smith like the bagpipes so
much? "I like music," he says. "My family
is Scottish. I read someplace that bagpipe
music starts your adrenalin flowing, so
there's no middle ground when it comes to
hearing it."
BCC elects new leaders
of student government
by Michael Gordon
The results are in and it's official.
Michael Bourassa and Phillip Daigle have
been elected president and vice-president
of the Bangor Community College student
body.
Out of the 166 ballots cast, Bourassa
recieved 149, the remainder going to
various write-in candidates. Daigle, in an
unopposed bid for the vice-presidential
seat, collected 102 votes.
Joyce Hinckler, BCC associate dean of
student affairs, tabulated the ballots and
called the election "a good one with a
pretty good turnout."
Hinckler expressed disappointment,.
however, over the small number of
off-campus votes.
"BCC has approximately 540
students," she said, "And half of them live
off
-campus. There wasn't as large a
turnout of commuters as we had hoped."
Hinckler explained that while six
openings existed for commuting senators,
only four were filled by majority vote.
Plans are being made to fill the other two in
a special election in the future.
Students elected to the BCC senate
are:
—Augusta Hall; Peter Gagnon, Flora
Turner, Roland Cyr.
—Belfast Hail; (iisele Roy. Donna Snow.
—Ellsworth Hall; Sue Reynolds, Dorothy
Prosser.
—Lewiston Hall; Bill Crowell, Jeff
Johnson.
—Rockland Hall; Reed Jordan, Carrol
York, Bob Sloma,
the
augmented
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Open
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 10-6
Thurs. Fri 10-8
Sun. 12-5
On Sale This Week
RECORDS
Ted Nugent "Gonzo" Double Live
Rod Stewart "Foot Loose & Fancy Free"
"Adjoining Suites"
Turntable Service Check
cleaning, oiling, and more for $5.00
$8.99
$4.99
$4.99
David Rand, associate dean of student activities, is a member of Ned Smith's Argyle
Highland bagpipers band.
You either love it or despise it. "One of
my students had to practice out in the
barn.. .but hearing someone learn to play
this instrument is just as bad as hearing
someone learn to play the violin."
Lowell agrees, "For a lot of people,
bagpipe music is an instinctive thing." She
points out, however, that the band "has
quite a following. This summer we played
(at a concert) every week, and at the Maine
Arts Festival too.•'
Not every Argyle Highlander plays the
pipes, though. Besides the nine pipers and
one apprentice, there are also four
drummers and four apprentice drummers.
"Anthea Goodfellow is my lead
drummer." Smith says. "My bass drum-
mer is my wife Diane...a drummer is
important; there are specific cadences in
the music. It's an intricate thing."
The band plays military marches,
reterats and slow and quick reels—
including songs like "Scotland the Brave."
"We started with one or two tunes."
Lowell says, "but now we can do a
two-hour concert. We've come a long
way."
Then there are the Highland dancers and
their apprentices. Through the Union's
Education Exchange, bad pipe sergeant
John Lynn teaches Scottish country
dancing, while bandmember Barb Briggs
teaches Highland dancing.
The band, which combines a variety of
skills and ages that range from 14 to 40.
recently passed an audition with the state
commission on Arts and Humanities. Now
a non-profit organization can sponsor them
in a concert without worrying who will pay
the piper, because the commission will
help subsidize the event. Smith says.
When he's not leading the band in his
Royal Stewart tartan kilt, Smith. a UMO
graduate student in special education,
teaches emotionally disturbed adolescents.
But music remains one of his strong
interests; he also plays the banjo, 12-string
guitar and trumpet.
And, he says. "the bagpipe is not lust a
man's instrument. Even today some
bands.. are adamant about keeping women
out, but that's ridiculous. Playing doesn't
require great amounts of strength."
Lowell agrees. "Some of our best
players are women," she said.
7 YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT
appointment
Who knows...some day, you too
could become a collector's item
Senior Pictures are being
taken Friday Feb.10 and
Monday Feb 13. MUST HAVE
MADE AN APPOINTMENT
AT 107 LORD (at our counter)
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Larger fire station may be built
by Theresa Brault
The UMO fire department may have a
nev home, if proposed plans meet with the
approval of university officials.
The decision to try to get a new
bu Aiing for the fire department came after
the university purchased two additional
fire trucks from the City of Bangor. One of
the trucks, a 65 foot aerial ladder, does not
fit in the present building, which the fire
department shares with the textbook
annes.
Since its acquisition, the aerial has sat
outside the building. totally out of use.
The protect the equipment from the cold
weather, the battery, radio and other
accessories were taken out of the truck and
stored inside. "We could get it working,"
said Duane Brasslett, fire marshall, "but
it would take us a half an hour to put
it together."
The new building, which would cost an
estimated $20,000 would house the aerial
ladder, two pumping trucks and the
university ambulance. It would also
become the permanent home base of the
University Volunteer Ambulance Corps
(UVAC).
Presently, UVAC volunteers stay in a
vacant room in Cutler Health Center. The
ambulance is kept at the Police and Public
Safety Building, across campus.
The proposed site for the building is on
Rangeley Road, between the university
serv ice buildings and the Talmar Woods
apartments.
Jim Keene. of Engineering Services in
the Physical Plant said he drew up the
plans "in support of the fire department"
after Brasslett mentioned the idea to him
and after it "became a concrete proposal."
Keene. a volunteer fireman, said the new
building is necessary since the university
has more trucks than they can fit in the
other building.
According to Keene, the university
first considered building onto the Annex,
but the estimated cost of that addition was
$.30,000, more than a new building. "They
also tried to share space with the
bookstore." he said, "but they couldn't
spare any more."
Alan Lewis, director of the Physical
Plant, said another alternative to the new
building is rennovating the manure shed in
back of the small animal facility. The
building is vacant now and has not been in
use for some time. "The shed is in
disrepair, but by putting it to use, we could
save some money," Lewis said.
But the manure shed is not as
accessable as the other proposed sites and
there are several bad corners the trucks
would have to negotiate, he said.
Another drawback to the shed is it
would house only the fire department's
trucks; UVAC would have to stay at the
Health Center.
"The university is now reviewing
UVAC too," Lewis said. "They may leave
the ambulance right where- it is now and
$5 for next five years
make some improvements on the police
garage instead."
Brasslett is optimistic about the
chances of the new fire station. "I hope it
passes." he said. "The university needs
it
The man concern of the fire depart-
ment is getting the aerial under cover.
Lewis said. Brasslett agreed that putting
the aerial into service was top priority to
the fire department. "Having that ladder
in service and ready could be very vital in
saving lives," he said.
"It would also be very nice to have
everything under one roof," he said. The
proposed building is 56' long by 36' wide,
which is ample space for the three, fire
trucks and the ambulance.
Besides the vehicles, there would be a
small office for Brasslett and a 31 by 20 foot
area which would contain bathroom
facilities and three beds for the volunteers
on call at night. "They would finally have
a place of their own to show training films
and train new volunteers," Brasslett said.
Seniors asked for alumni
by Kim Marchegiani
If you're one of over 2,000 students
who will graduate this year, you can expect
to hear from the ( general Alumni Associa-
tion in the next month as part of its "Five
for Five" fund raising campaign.
"We're asking seniors to pledge $5 a
year for the next five years," said Student
Alumni Association president Elizabeth
Schuster.
The drive will begin on Feb. 10 when
letters will be mailed to seniors on and off
campus.
The letters will be followed by a
THE MAGIC FLUTE
by WA • Mozart
Tickets: UMO Students $2.00
Non-Students $3.00
On Sale: 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
and
7:00 p.m. to curtain
Memorial Union Box Office
Tel. 581-2100
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
phone-a-thon on Feb. 21-23. The calls,
co-ordinated by Schuster and conducted by
members of the SAA, will contact seniors
who have not yet pledged.
A minimum of SOO pledges is being
sought. this will bring in $12,500 during
the five years.
"The pledges can be an open gift,•• SAA
member Jerry Thorpe explained. "These
will go toward the Alumni Association's
pledge to the Second Century Fund, or to
other association projects."
Or the pledge can come with a specific
request for its use. Thorpe said, such as
the speech and hearing center.
They now use Lengyel Gym for training
facilities.
"The major thing is the kids like to
take pride in their vehicle," Brasslett said.
"they like to wash it and keep it clean.
They also have to keep a running inventory
of supplies, as well as an inspection sheet
on the ambulance. Now when they want
to wash the ambulance, they have to wait
until Saturday. In the new station, it's
heated inside and they'd have the
equipment to wash it whenever they
wanted to," he said.
Brasslett submitted the proposal for
the new station, along with blueprints. to
President Howard Neville in October.
Neville approved the plans in late
December.
Since then the plans have been sitting
in the Chancellor's office in Bangor,
waiting for further approval before going
on to the trustees, who have the final say
on any new building erected on campus.
"The university will fund the best
alternative," Lewis said.
pledges
The fund raising drive will conclude
with a follow-up letter to any seniors who
haven't been heard from.
"We're hoping' for a 100 percent turnout
from groups such as All Maine Women,
Senior Skulls, and the Student Senate to
encourage other seniors," Schuster said.
The presidents of the Pan-Hellenic Council
and the Fraternity Board will also be
contacted, she said.
An increase in alumni pledges may
also mean an increase in funds from
outside sources. Many' corporations and
government grants are based on alumni
involvement. Thorpe explained.
Quik Pic Foodland
153 Park St., Orono
Come see Maine's
Very First
Drive-Thru Beverage
Center
What is a Drive-thru Beverage Center?
Our new drive-in beverage center is designed espec-
ially for you. Now, you don't have to worry about
carrying a bag of empties in for your deposit
money- just drive-in, we take out the empties
and give you back your favorite beverage. EASY, effecient,
and fast.
Let Us Work For You!!
Drive or walk. We're conveniently located on Park St., Orono,
arid we're open 365 days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sell until midnight
Monday thru Saturday
Hours:
Sun thru Wed —8 am to 11 pm
Thurs thru Sat-8 em to 12 pm
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Exoneration latent insight
We congratulate the administrators on their
latent insight.
The two police officers who were suspended
last week, amidst allegations of drawing a gun on
a student have been exonerated. An
investigation was supposed to have taken two
weeks, but after less than a week; and, we
suspect, with much afterthought by the
administrators, the men have been reinstated.
The entire investigation and events
surrounding it seem mighty fishy. The story
should be well known by now. The police,
claiming to be long-suffering under the regime of
Director Alan Reynolds voted to send a letter of
no-confidence to Howard Neville. The letter
listed some serious allegations against
Reynolds—some of the more interesting ones
being misuse of Residential Life funds and
inflation of crime statistics. The police felt these
matters were administrative and therefore
should be dealt with as such.
The administrators felt otherwise. Neville's
reply to the letter was that the university could
not recognize the complaints unless they were
brought through the Teamsters Union, the
bargaining agent of the police. No investigation
would be done until the police did so, the vice
chancellor of employee relations, Sam D'Amico
said.
Police report that being around the station
after that was less than pleasant. The pressure
was on—daily investigations of records, digging
back years to find the slightest infractions—in
one case the violation of a fishing license. Finally
the crux came—the firing of one officer and the
—Commentary 
suspension of two under, we might add, awfully
suspicious timing. The suspended officers
Patterson and Heitman were reportedly involved
in the vote of no-confidence.
But, Vice President John Blake and Stephen
Weber, assistant to the president, maintained
that the suspensions had nothing to do with the
letter. It was a normal procedure, they said.
Officer Gerald Scott, one of the signers of the
letter, flatly disagreed. "If we suspended
everyone under investigation, there would be no
one working," he said.
But, perhaps there is hope for the
administration after all. Attorney Marshall Stern
who is representing Patterson and Heitman aptly
described the situation, saying he thought the
university had found there was "no basis to the
charge." We agree and applaud the university in
realizing this.
"The university has done its best to respond to
what it perceives as serious allegations against
two police officers," Steve Weber said.
Now if only the administration can do the same
with what we feel are serious allegations
against Alan Reynolds.
Time to vote
it's perplexing. Students often complain that
they have no say in matters that affect them
around the university. Yet, when these same
students have the opportunity for action, few
take it.
We know, it's an old, often-sung tale. But, it
still needs saying. Those of you who are eligible
and are going to vote in the special midterm
student senate elections at UMO today, and
those of you who voted at BCC yesterday can feel
smug while you read this. Those of you who
didn't vote and don't plan to should hang your
heads with shame.
Everytime there is an election, it's the same
sad story. "The voter turn-out was not as high as
we had hoped."
Mark Mogensen 
Cleaning the bed linen...
I don't know but it's been said. Neville
and Weber share a bed. Now they've got
some explainin• to d00000000000.
Don't sing that tune too loud, particular-
ly around Alumni Hall. It's not entirely
true. All the administrators in one way or
another have made the bed we now all lie
in. with no help from apathetic students.
But they, the administrators, have some
explaining to do about things that are
going on unchecked, and the problems
transcend the difficulties of dorm life and
commons food.
Probably first, although not any more
important. is a good explanation for why
the University system lost more than $6
million when the residents of Maine vetoed
the UMaine bond referer.dum on Dec. 5.
That $6 million was only about 1.000
votes away from the hands of university
administrators and the potential enlight-
enment of U.M. students, and a casual
observer can easily get the feeling that it
really wouldn't have taken all that much of
an effort on the part of our resourceful
administration to gather up the slack.
The Dec. 5 vote was an important one in
numerous ways for the residents of Maine
and it received a relatively large turnout.
And yet with each random phone call
revealing more and more Maine residents
ignorant of what the university bond issue
was and meant. I get the impression the
task of properly educating the taxpayers of
Maine was far down on administrators'
priority lists—an unfortunate 1.000 votes
down.
Consideration must be given to laws
prohibiting state employees from using
state money or time to lobby for state
appropriations. But those considerations
can bear only a fraction of the blame for
such an important issue, particularly when
one considers what could have been done
legally to get those 1.000 votes. Particular-
ly when one listens to the taxpayer on the
other end of the line.
The Friends of the University organiza-
tion said they grouped only when they
realized the administration wasn't going to
do anything. They began the fight too late.
It's now water over the dam, but it's also
valuable history to learn from.
The explaining doesn't end there. Many
people interested in UMO concerns wonder
why the administration has decided to
"play a game." as one man put it. with
recent and serious police allegations. The
22 allegations, which ranged from mis-
using funds to padding crime statistics.
have been dismissed by administrators
The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly newspaper
published at the University of Maine at Orono
Editorial and business offices are located in 106
Lord Hall. Orono, Maine . 04473, Tel
207-581-7531 Advertising and subscription rates
available on request Printed at the Ellsworth
American, Ellsworh Maine, 04605
Write-in votes are accepted. If students don't
like the candidates for office, whose fault is that?
They can run themselves, or they can convince
people they think could do a good job to run.
Yet, the number running for office is
disappointing. Out of 18 seats at UMO, only 16
people are running, most of the disinterest being
among graduate students. For five possible
graduate openings, only three people are
competing. Most of the other positions are also
non-competitive—only one person running for a
seat.
There is no need to go on and on. We'll make
our point. It's not a new one—you've all heard it
many times—take the opportunity to exercise
your rights and duties as members of this
community: VOTE!
They say submission of the allegations was
not authorized by the Teamsters, the police
bargaining agent, and the allegations may
be negotiable items, they say.
Regardless of the dubious claim that
misuse of funds is a negotiable item, it
seems by their silence and reticence the
administration candy
-coated a rotten
apple.
Don't they want to know the extent of
truth and deception in the allegations in
attempts to better police/administration
relations? Or do they know the extent and
therefore desire silence on the issue,
fearful of public realization of the
implications? Or do they actually want to
stall and hinder relations with the police?
One can only hyv•thesize when com-
munication ceases, and none of the
hypotheses ring true for the administra-
tion. No one has tied administrative hands
from investigating and revealing the
situation—which has no logical affiliation
to the Teamsters—except the administra-
tors themselves.
Among other people, they owe explana-
tions to UMO students, whose money maybe ending up in the wrong places, and to
those citizens who have supported the
university only to see it limp along at an
arthritically left-handed fashion.
Maine Campus
If they can get those explanations out of
the way, they'll have a much easier time
telling future students where they can find
(and why they would want to find) S140 in
order to live with three other students in
one of 200 two-bedroom apartments the
university plans to build.
Finally, as a closing explanation. the
administration can explain why, every time
the proposed $2.6 million performing arts
center is mentioned around the school of
performing arts, snickering fills the air
among quiet threats of "We'll never use
the thing even if they do build it." If that
reaction continues, why use such needed
money on such stuff as entertainment.
Obviously, this commentary doesn't deal
with the major strengths and accomplish-
ments, as well as the good. steady
day-to-day job our administrators perform.
But no one complimented the captain on
his great navigational prowess as his ship
the Titanic sank.
The problems stated above are real
problems, demanding real explanations
and consideration. The problems are
ephemeral and will be solved with time, as
surely as most UMO students grow and
graduate. And the sooner the roadblocks
and their origins are confronted and
understood by the University, the better
prepared will students leave it.
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reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must he
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Big Red Apple misunderstood
To the Editor:
I feel that I have bitten my lip
long enough! Your editorial
concerning the Memorial Union
Program Board's Big Red Apple
(Spring Program Calendar)
contained some factual errors that
require a rebuttal. There are also
other insights concerning the
Memorial Union Program Board
that I would like to mention at this
time.
First, the Memorial Union
Program Board is a University
service organization. Our member-
ship is almost exclusively UMO
students of whom I am extremely
proud. They appear to derive
satisfactizm from presenting a
well-considered program of leisure
time social, cultural, recreational,
and informal education programs.
With perhaps one or two excep
tions
generated by the Program Board is
not in competition with other
campus programming agencies.
Also. I would like to express
my thanks to the Editors of the
Campus for their willingness to
promote our programs. We have
every intention of taking advantage
of the offer. We were really not
conscious of this promotional
vehicle being available to us. We
are delighted to learn your policy
has been changed. The guideline
previously stated was one of
being interested in " hat d
news." The result was no
assurance of paper coverage and a
general lack of interest or enthu-
siasm in the activities program.
As far as your suggestion is
concerned to take advantage of
other campus media in program
promotion. we maximize what's
available. For example. promotion
for the Noel Paul Stookey Concert
was directed to the Maine Campus.
WMEB, The Weekly Calendar, as
well as other campus promotional
tools. It is important to realize,
however, that once this information
is released to these agencies. we
lose our initiative as to just what
kind of promotion, if any, will be
received. To rely upon the good
intentions of others for program
success could be a tricky business.
We certainly make no claim to
being expert as far as promoting
programs is concerned.We do,
however, realize that one of our
most difficult tasks is making the
programs of our sponsorship
common knowledge on campus.
least imaginative person working
on Madison Avenue recognizes
that the tioodyear Tire Company,
and that other tire company that
doesn't own a blimp, must sell
their product through an attractive,
aggressive, and well-considered
promotional plan. Our Big Red
"Flashy" Apple, as opposed to a
classified ad approach, is our
attempt to gain support for our
programs. What's the point of
haying a party if no one comes.
The Board also feels badly that
many have misunderstood our
Apple. Surely it is our promotional
tool, but more than this, it is a
functional calendar, having utility
every day ot the semester! A
20 cent investment per student
does not seem excessive.
As far as distributing the
Apple is concerned, the Board
wanted to reach UMO's forgotten
population—the commuter
student. A personal mailing
assured this. The Board makes a
very deliberate attempt to program
for the off-campus population
through our noontime programs:
"Sandwich Cinema," "Dialogue
on Rye," and "Peanut Butter and
Jam."
Both Union programming
agencies. I feel, are displeased
with the escalating myth of a
"feud." We are not concious of
any problems that cannot be
resolved through dialogue. The
Memorial Union Program Board
recognizes and respects the very
valuable contribution MUAB is
making to the community.
In conclusion, initial in-
dications seem to suggest that our
Big Red Apple is doing what it was
intended to accomplish. Our
Stookey concert was an unqualified
success and Dr. Fritsche was
greeted by a standing-room-only
crowd for "Dialogue on Rye,"
Tuesday. We hope that the entire
community finds our calendar both
informative and useful and plan to
utilize it in their personal planning
for the spring semester. Hope-
fully, it will help everyone
remember who we are: The
Memorial Union Program Board —
you know, the people who do not
own a blimp!
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The sculls have eyes
To the Editor:
This is to the young gentleman
who tiptoed through Lord Hall
Thursday morning and while on
the way out acquired a Maine
Campus metal ruler. Little did
you know that the walls were
watching you.
If you can't remember who you
were, perhaps a little description
might refresh your memory.
Medium length brown hair,
brown beard (ugly I must say) and
glasses. You were wearing a blue
winter jacket and neatly deposit-
ed the ruler you so eloquently
acquired from Lord Hall in your
backpack as you strolled through
Alumni Hall parking lot. You then
proceeded to South Stevens Hall.
You know it would be nice if
that poor little ruler could find a
way to wander back to its
home—it was probably much
happier here.
If it doesn't come in from the
cold it usually gets upset and
won't hold a straight edge for
days. Of course we could simply
send you the bill for we already
have your name and address.
Unfortunately, your name isn't
worthy of appearing in publica-
tion.
Note from the other walls: We
agree he is ugly. Very ugly.
The Wall
Literary masterpieces
To the Editors:
Mark Mogensen's commentary
"Stuttering with a Major Organ"
of the Feb. 3 Maine Campus
neglected some of the other
references and also practices
which might be worth a closer
look in the area of journalism.
1) "How To Make Small Issues
Into Ones of Major Importance,"
by B. Tito Death.
2) "Truth and Misrepresenta-
tion Simultaneously." by V.
Ambiguous.
3) "Interviewing Made Sim-
ple," by Joe Choppa Sentence
and C. Lecta Badquote.
4) "The Secret Lives of Famous
People, A Photographer's Hand-
book," by Heidi N. DaBushes.
The above literary master-
pieces have brought a new
dimension to the field of journa-
lism, and undoubtably the trend
will continue.
History making
To the Editor:
Last fall the History Depart-
ment published a journal of some
of the best student term papers in
History and other items of
interest to History students. The
UMO History Review proved so
successful on and off campus that
we have been encouraged to
publish another issue this year.
We need a new board of
student editors to read and
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A $10,000 bear? Ha,ha,ha...
Please understand that I'm no stranger
to the world of big money and high finance.
For years I worked at YMCA camp. and
while I won't tell you exactly how many
millions I made, I will say that my salary
was in the 37-39-cents-an-hour range.
Also, in the ninth grade my civics teacher
taught me how to read the stock exchange
report in the newspaper so I could follow
the ups and downs of US Steel, IBM,
(.eneral Motors and AT&T just as well as
any of the big boys down at Merrill Lynch.
Since I'm such a financial big-wig you'd
think I wouldn't have even blinked when I
read in this newspaper a few months ago
that $10,000 was going to be raised for a
new bear. Well, I blinked.
I understand that the new bear on the
mall isn't going to cost me a cent, but it
still bothers me. I'm sure that I were to
suggest that the $10,000 could be put to
better use somewhere else on campus I'd
receive an official reply telling me that this
university is officially the biggest and best
of any university its size in the state and
that this campus officially has everything it
needs or wants. I'm sure I'd also be made
aware of how trifling a sum $10,000 really
is. The appropriate administrator would
look at me and laugh: "$10.000. ha, ha, ha,
that's not even enough money to pay for
the toilet paper they use in Hitchner Hall,
ha, ha. why $10,000 couldn't pay for the
broccoli they use in the broccoli-cheese
souffle."
Of course, if it's absolutely imperative
that we have a new mascot, there's no law
which says the new mascot has to be the
same as the old mascot—or that it has to
cost $10,000. Maybe it's time to give the
black bear a rest. There are a lot of other
symbols of the state that would be as
appropriate and be a lot cheaper. too: a
potato, for instance, or a blueberry or a
lobster. In fact, for under $S you could buy
all three, varnish them and cement them to
the pedestal on the mall. However, many
people look for quantity in a mascot and,
admittedly, a potato. a lobster, and a
blueberry would not be a very imposing
array.
But there are many other materials that
could be bought in large quantities at low
prices which could serve adequately for
mascots. A cord of firewood, nailed
together and cemented to the pedestal,
could be had for less than 510.000. A piece
of Maine granite 3.7 meters in height
would cost less than $10,000—and it
wouldn't have to be painted every year or
rot out and have to be replaced every
thirteen years. In fact, its existence would
probably exceed that of the University of
Maine. It might not be a bad idea to have a
school mascot that would exist after the
institution it represented was gone.
Spirit. I've been told, is an intangible
quality. Therefore, there's no reason why
the $10,000 couldn't be spent to help poor
people. Leave the pedestal on Ole mall; let
it read "A Symbol of Maine Snirit." The
trouble is. if you send the mone: to CARE
or UNICEF, you don't see its results. Most
people don't get too worked up about poor
people when they're 5,000 kilometers
away, since you never see them except on
TV when they're causing trouble or having
Sincerely,
Bill Rollins
evaluate papers for inclusion in
the Review, to write news or
feature stories, and to help
promote the sale of the Review.
Any students interested in serv-
ing on this year's editorial board
should contact me at 209 East
Annex, Ext. 7630.
Sincerely,
Howard Schoenberger
Associate Professor of History
Ron Brow
a war or famine or when they're having one
of their monsoon seasons which washes
mud huts and children down the river.
I guess the mainstream of american
society wouldn't want to go to a college
where the teams were called the
"Potatoes" or the "UNICEF-Men."
People would probably think twice before
attending an institution where the school
mascot was a blueberry or an empty
pedestal.
I'm sure that, regardless of how you or I
feel on the matter, the $10,000 will be
raised. The bear will be built and will sit in
front of the gymnasium and exude Maine
spirit and an aggressive expression. I'm
also certain there will be a dedication
ceremony for the $10,000 bear, with the
president and the trustees of the university
sitting out on the mall exuding Maine spirit
and aggressive expressions. Finally, you
can be certain that none will dare say what
the bear really represents: 510.000 that
could have been used to help people but
was instead used to build a statue.
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by Brenda Nasberg
Spectators watched breathlessly as
weight mounted on the bridge. Finally it
collapsed. No one was hurt, but that's not
surprising—because the bridge was an
18-inch long popsicle stick structure built
for a bridge breaking contest sponsored by
the Americna Society of Civil Engineers.
The simple truss structure, built by
Senior Steve HeImes, crunched in the
hydraulic testing machine at 490 pounds
Wednesday night.
HeImes' bridge was the first to be
tested, and for the next two-and-a-half
Richard Wardwell
The Maine Campus
GUI JE
hours students and teachers attempted to
overcome his early lead in the contest of
popsicle stick structures, but none could
come within 200 pounds of the strength of
Helmes' desing.
Helmes attributes the success of his
design to the structure's 30 degree
triangular shape and to the clamps he
placed on it for a half hour after glueing it
together. He also believes that having his
friends step on each part of the bridge to
test it for stress before glueing it helped.
Twenty-five bridges, described by one
contestant as being "as odd looking as
their owners," were entered in the first
contest of it's kind at UMO. The shapes
ranged from a simple I-beam to an Alfond
Arena-shaped "hyperbolic paraboloid"
built by Wayne Hamilton, assistant dean of
engineering and science.
Contestants were limited in the mater-
ials allowed. ASCE issued 100 popsicle
sticks and an ounce-and-a-half of Elmer's
Glueall to each of the 65 students and
faculty who registered for the contest, at a
cost of $40 to the student chapter. The cost
of materials plus cash prizes of $19, $11,
and a $8 for first, second and third places
was covered by the entry fee of $1.50 per
contestant.
Some contestants willingly gave up their
bridges to the destructive grip of the
testing machine, but Steve Sarnow, a civil
engineering student, clutched his bridge
for two hours before entering.
Sarnow, who spent over twenty hours
FRIDAY NITE
ACES N EIGHTS
8:00 to Midnight
ID's required
50' Cover
building his bridge, said "It seems silly to
put all the work in this just to have it
smashed up."
Rich-trd Wardwell, lecturer of civil
engineering, avoided presenting his design
until forced to when his name was called
from the waiting list. For weeks, Wardwell
had refused to let anyone see his design.
When asked about it he said, "It's
incognito. None will touch a candle to my
design!"
Contestants hooted and howled when
Viarciw-P's trine was called. He left the
room to get his bridge, which he said was
"shrouded in mystery." The shroud
turned out to be nothing more than a green
plastic garbage bag.
Wardwell insisted on waiting until his
bridge was in the testing machine before
unveiling it. He quickly whisked the shroud
from the structure and underneath was a
bridge that flashed its own name, "The
Teton Bridge." One the top was a portrait
of the father of soils, Karl Terzaghi, and
the slogan "Dirt Lives!"
Structure major Frank Higgins took
second place with a bridge that broke at
259 pounds of stress. Higgins had added
glue to the structure only moments before
attending the contest. The glue was still
wet when he arrived.
Thomas Jordan, assistant professor of
civil engineering, entered a bridge -that
took third place after breaking at 240
pounds.
Some students were not impressed by
Steve Helm P8
the performance of bridges built by
professors, but most agreed that although
only one professor had reached the top
three winning places. the teachers "held
their own" on Wednesday night.
According to Keith Brown, civil engin-
eering student, "the professors averaged
with the better structures of some of the
students."
Professor Hamilton, holding his Alfond
Arena-shaped bridge, with it's peaks now
crushed, said "It doesn't bother me a bit
that a student won. The close relationships
that have developed here between the
students and the teachers is the thing.-
-
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Student loans
Can you prove you have an emergency?
by Sharon Deveau
Rowing feverishly down Kenduskeag
Stream with Bangor police in hot pursuit. a
young UMO student-turned-bank robber,
had thought for a moment that his financial
difficulties would be over.
Unable to pay his tuition and other
pressing bills, he had, minutes before,
walked into a downtown bank and
demanded money. Once caught and
convicted and imprisoned he eventually
completed his degree behind bars.
This young man's method of obtaining
money is an unusual, but true, story. It
illustrates a common problem among
today's college students: the occasional
need for emergency funds.
For students facing a financial crisis,
assistance may be availabe in the Student
Aid Office, located upstairs in Wingate
Hall. Last year, the office made close to
$125,000 in loans to students whose
financial troubles were designated as
"emergency situations," according to
John E. Madigan, director of Student Aid.
"Conditions vary a great deal when we
decide whether a student should get an
emet gency loan or not. Decisions are left to
the judgment of individual loan officers,"
he said.
Despite the absence of a set office policy
for the loans, Madigan defines an
emergency as "an unforeseen situation
which has arisen without warning" such as
an unexpected medical or cash-flow
problem. "If a student needs grocery
money or cash to pay other essential
expenses in order to survive for a short
period of time, we will lend him the money
on a short-term, no-interest basis, 30 to 60
days. to tide him over."
When asked if inability to pay tuition is
considered an emergency, Madigan em-
phatically replies," No."
"We expect people to do everthing
possible to come up with tuition money. If
they foresee trouble paying their tuition,
they should formally apply for some kind of
finacial aid," he said.
But, according to at least one student
who was rejected for this reason, her
tuition difficulties were unforeseen.
INEXPENSIVE
USED CARS
$100.00 to $999.00
BRAVEMAN AUTO-
SALES
22 Alden S-i.. Bangor
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Tel 947-0255 942-0104
ASSOCIATION OF BANGORGpftp PLACE
"When I met with one of the loan officers I
explained to her that I had had to pay $400
in cash for unexpected car expenses and
repairs which had made me low on cash. I
was told that lack of tuition did not
constitute an emergency."
In spite of her rejection, the student was
told that, "it was possible for me to speak
with another loan officer if I wanted to and
that there was a chance that I could still
receive an emergency loan."
Madigan said," It's entirely possible that
a person denied a loan by one of our loan
officers may be accepted by another.
We've always felt that a student should
have recourse in situations like this.
Hopefully, there'll be some consistency in
determing loans."
Even though Madigan expresses hopes
that fraud will not occur, he does admit
that some students occasionally resort to
deception.' I think it's better to operate an
open program for maximum honesty than
to have it so constrained by rules and
regulations that we have a hard time
working with students," he said.
Invariably, some misuse of emergency
loan funds does happen. One student, who
wishes to remain anonymous, admitted
that he had received a loan last year to pay
for a vacation he was taking. "I was never
many asked by the loan officer why I
needed the money. I guess he assumed
that I was having a cash-flow problem. I
was asked, however, when I could repay
the loan and I told them in three weeks.
But not once (lid they question me about
the resources I had which would allow me
to return the money when the loan became
due."
"If we were aware that the money to be
loaned out was to be used for unnecessary
purposes, we would deny the loan," states
Madigan. "But I don't think it's totally
inappropriate for us to lend small amounts
to students."
'it's conceivable that if someone hit
me on a good day and said, "how about
lending me 15 or 20 bucks for a heavy
date?' I'd be willing to lend it to them. We
do have a small checkbook account of about
$2000 that we use for loans between five
and 25 dollars. Larger sums and we will
send the student over to the business office
where he can sign a promisory note," he
said.
Just recently, says Madigan, the office
implemented a new policy in hopes that
their once high defraud rate ($60,000 two
years ago) will not go up again. "If a loan
isn't paid by the end of the semester as
promised, we simply transfer the amount
due to next semester's bill. If the student
fails to return to the university, and after
sending notices of payment due the
student still has not paid, we will turn the
bill over to a collection agency."
"This is university money," stresses
Madigan. "And we make loans without,
interest as a service to students but we
can't be frivolous. After all, the university
is losing between $3000 and $3500 in
foregone interest because the money is in
student hands and not in the bank."
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Fire codes usually observed by fraternities
by Betsey Shirley
The most frequent fire code violation
in UMO fraternity houses is the use of light
weight extension cords, according to Fire
Marshal Duane Brasslett. In fact, this is a
campuswide problem, he said.
Brasslett, who will complete fraternity
inspections this month, has checked nine of
the 17 houses. He is assisted by the
fraternity's house officer or fire marshal
and makes an inspection about every three
months.
On Nov. 16 Lambda Chi was the
site of an electrical fire which caused
$4,000 worth of damage to personal
property.
The cause of the fire was an extension
cord on an electrical heater located under a
bed in a second story bedroom. The cord
had been broken and taped. This was a
violation of the 101 Life Safety Code used
by fire inspectors.
"Had it not been for the sprinkler
system, the whole building might have
burned," said Brasslett.
On Jan. 28, a fire at Alpha Tau
Omega "gutted" a small storage building.
This fire was caused when hot ashes were
emptied into a trash can inside the storage
building. The damage was estimated at
$150. and some tools were lost in the fire.
"This had nothing to do with the fire
code violations, it was merely an
accident," said Brasslett.
Thus far, no serious violations have
been found. Problems which have
appeared, besides extension cords, include
broken outlet switches, objects hanging
from the sprinklers, fire doors propped
open and inadequate fire extinguishers.
"All of these things can be corrected fairly
simply," said Brasslett.
One copy of the inspection form is sent
to each fraternity corporation president,
one to the local advisor, one to Dean of
Student Activities William Lucy and
another is kept in the fire department files.
The National Fire Protection
Association's 101 Life Safety Code was set
by the NFPA in Boston. Every three years
the code is updated. The 1976 standards.
which came out in June, were adopted two
months ago by the 108th legislature and
signed by Gov. James Longley. They will
go into effect next month.
The first Life Safety Code was written in
1958, and fraternities which were built
prior to that time come under that code. A
building is inspected according to the
standards of the year it was built. This is
referred to as a grandfather clause. If
renovations are made, the building must
meet current standards. Before a
fraternity can start renovations, a permit
must be obtained from the town of Orono,
I
The fact that The MBAucakulator was designed
for business professionals is a great reason
for buying one while you're a student.
We designed The MBA to
help professionals arrive at
fast, accurate answers to a
broad range of business and
financial problems. The same
ones you'll face in your busi-
ness classes.
Interest, annuities, ac-
counting, finance, bond analy-
sis, real estate, statistics,
marketing, forecasting, quanti-
tative methods and many more
course applications are in your
hands with The MBA.
This powerful calculator
also features preprogrammed
functions that let you perform
(2) tem Texas Instruments Incorporated
more difficult calculations at
the touch of a key. Instantly.
Accurately. You may also enter
your own programs up to 32
steps long, saving significant
time if
you're doing
repetitive
classwork
problems.
The
MBA comes
with an
illustrated
text, "Cal-
culator
Analysis for Business and Fi-
nance." This new guide shows
you how simple calculator
analysis can be with The MBA
calculator. It's 288 pages of
understandable, easy-to-follow
reading. And it's coupled to
more than 100 real-world ex
amples that show you step-by-
step how to make calculator
analysis work for you as never
before.
If you're building a.career
in business, The MBA business
financial calculator can be one
of your strongest cornerstones.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
...INNOVATORS IN
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
and plans must be approved by Brasslett.
Sigma Nu and Beta Theta Pi are
currently undergoing exter.s',-e 'o-
vations. Prior to school's opening next fall,
Beta and Sigma Nu will be adding a second
fire escape exit from the upstairs rooms,
enclosing stairwells and installing fire
doors. Beta has added a new fire escape on
the second floor.
Each house is insured by a private
insurance agency which makes an inspec-
tion at least once a year with B-asslet 's
aid. All the fraternities except Phi Gamma
Delta and Alpha Tau Omega are wooden
structures whereas these two are brick with
a wooden frame.
"I have found the frats I've inspected
have been in good clean condition with no
trash or litter problems to worry about,"
Brasslett said.
In 1972, an inspection was conducted
by the state fire inspectors upon request of
UMO, and five escapes were added to
many traternities.
Brasslett would like to see better fire
escapes and fire doors and more sprinkler
systems installed. Early warning smoke
detectors are becoming a necessity and 9C
percent of the fraternities have installed
them.
Parking lots
not utilized
effectively
by Stephen Ham
Students and faculty both complain
about overcrowded parking lots on cam-
pus, but there wouldn't be a problem if all
the parking lots on campus were fully
utilized, according to William Prosser,
security registrar at the Police and Safety
Department.
"If people would park legally where
they're supposed to," Prosser said, "then
we wouldn't have a problem."
The overcrowding stems from the fact
that everyone tries to park in the center of
campus, near Stevens, Little and Shibles
halls.
"If people would spread out and utilize
the other parking lots on campus we could
eliminate the overcrowding problem," he
said. "For instance, many people don't
know about the large parking lot located
beside Jenness Hall."
He added that allowing freshmen to have
cars on campus has increased the problem.
Also. many people park illegally on
campus. "This adds to the overcrowding
problem. but it's the students' privilege. If
they want to risk getting a ticket, that's
their right," he said.
Prosser said the Traffic Safety Commit-
tee, of which he is a member, is looking
into a number of possible solutions to the
problem. "We have a lot of ideas," he
said, "but nothing definite yet."
These ideas include the possibility of
converting the old hockey rink near the
steam plant to a parking lot; using
mini-buses on campus to transport stu-
dents; and first-come, first-serve parking
lots, where anyone could park until the lot
is filled.
UMO is currentll working with UNH,
which has a problem similar to UMO's,
Prosser said, but so far nothing significant
has developed.
When asked about preserving UMO's
natural beauty, Prosser said there had to
be priorities. • "I think UMO's campus is a
beautiful one and I would like to see it
remain as it is now, but at the same time I
think people should be able to park on
campus. But this is something we'll have to
work out."
"We do solicit ideas from students."
Prosser said. "Most of the student input
we get is when a student pays a fine for
illegal parking and says, well you should
do this.' "
Some of the ideas received, such as one
that called for a tiered, multi-level parking
lot to be built, are good but aren't
economically feasible. Prosser added that
building a new parking lot is an extremely
expensive undertaking.
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Knox Hall residents, administratorsLive-in: agree overnight visit was success
by Bob Granger
It was an agreed-upon success. That's
the word from students and administrators
who took part in a two-day "live-in"
experiment at Knox Hall earlier this week.
"I think the program had a positive
turnout," Dean of Student Affairs Dwight
Rideout said Thursday. "I think everyone
was pleased with it and I'd be glad to do it
again."
Rideout was among five UMO admin-
istrators and one Maine legislator who
moved into Knox Hall Monday evening as
part of a scheduled two-day program
designed to give university officials a
"taste of everyday college life."
Those who moved into the dormitory
with Rideout were William Lucy, associate
dean of student activities; Joline Morrison,
assistant director of Residential Life;
Stephen Weber, assistant to the president;
Sharon Dendurent, disciplinary officer;
and Rep. Michael Carpenter (D-Houlton).
Also attending the event in part was
University of Maine Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy. He sat in on a dormitory
meeting and later chatted with students.
Governor James Longley and President
Howard Neville both turned down the
invitation for the "live-in."
Students and administrators seemed
equally enthusiastic about the results of
the encounter although the guests were
forced to leave Tuesday morning because
of the severe winter storm. The program
was originally scheduled to continue
through Tuesday night.
"The whole thing turned out a lot better
than I could have ever hoped for," Scott
Perry, resident director of Knox said. "The
administrators seemed to get a better feel
for the students and the students seemed
pleased to find out these administrators are
human and open. The shared experience
really seemed to pull the whole dorm
together and it's left a good spirit
around."
The administrators attended a wine
reception Monday evening before eating
dinner with Knox resident assistants and
students in the Hilltop Commons. After-
wards, the quests attended an open
dormitory meeting and then broke down
into smaller groups for more direct
conversations with the students. Later, the
administrators retired for the night in
various rooms throughout the dorm.
"We talked about a variety of things
from education to today's job market,"
Rideout said. "It was great."
Morrison said she enjoyed the overnight
stay but was disappointed that the event
had to be curtailed early because of the
storm.
"There wasn't as much contact as I
would have liked because we were only
there one night," she said. "I found the
students particularly open to talking and
we left with good feelings."
Dendurent said it was good for her to see
students outside the normal role of the
university because most of her contact with
students involved disciplinary reasons.
"t was good to see people on an informal
basis," she said. "I would recommend it to
anyone else in the future.
Weber expressed similar views and said
he hoped the program would be offered to
faculty members at a future date.
Resident Assistants in Knox also seemed
pleased with the turnout of the event.
"The hesitations between admini-
strators and students were probably eased
a little," Dave Hillman, a fourth floor RA
said. "I though the positive reaction of the
students was greater than anticipated.
Several students said they didn't know
how to act at first with the guests but
thought it was great after they found that
they had no obligation to the admini-
strators.
"It was uncomfortable at first but once
we found we could talk or use 'fuck' in
front of them, we all loosened up a lot,"
one student said. "After that we all
enjoyed it."
February folksongs to be heard again
by Michael Martin
Two hours of music taped at the
Folksongs in February festival held on
campus last year will be broadcast on
public radio this Sunday. The following
Sunday. Feb. 19, a folksong concert will be
held on campus.
The two-day Folksongs in February
festival brought together folksingers from
all over the country to provide a little
warmth in the heart of any icy winter.
The taped version of the festival may be
heard Sunday. Feb. 12. at 1:30 p.m. on
Maine's public radio stations in Portland,
Presque Isle, and Bangor.
The broadcast is a segment of Steven
Rathe's "Folk Festival, USA,"A National
Public Radio program. Susan Tibbetts of
MPBN taped many of the performances
from the two concerts and the day-long
series of folksong workshops last year, and
sent the tapes to the program.
A preview of the program was held for
the press and some of the participants at
the Alumni Center last week. Despite some
comments by announcer Rathe about the
"soggy, groggy grey" Maine February,
the radio show does a good job of capturing
the essence of last year's festival.
Included in the program are folksingers
Sandy Ives, Veazie; Louis Killen, Bernard;
Gordon Bok, Camden; Slim Clark, a
yodeler from St. Albans; Kendall Morse,
South Portland; Sean Corcoran, Ireland;
Norman Kennedy, Vermont; Margaret
MacArthur, Vermont; Joe Hickerson, from
the National Archives in Washington,
C.C.; Larry Kaplan, Rhode Island; Lisa
Null and Bill Shute, Connecticut; and
Sandy and Paton, Connecticut.
A smaller, less ambitious festival than
last year's is being planned for Sunday,
Feb. 19. at 2 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
Put on for the benefit of the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra, "Folk Music for
Symphony" will feature local talent.
Among the fiddlers will be Leo Murphy
of Brewer; Nancy Terrell of Camden, who
will be playing with pennywhistler Grant
Gamble: the Stairwell String Band from
UMO: Janet Ciano who plays fiddle and
sings with her husband John; and
six-year-old Stephen Best who is one of
Janet Ciano's students.
Other performers will be Mike Hughs, a
musician who will play with the Stairwell
String Band but will also perform on his
own: and David and Loell Kennedy of
Belfast. David plays hammer dulcimer and
does imitations of folksingers such as
Woody Guthrie, and his wife sings and
plays the guitar.
Also performing will be a graduate
string quartet which will play a number of
Scott Joplin tunes especially arranged for
strings.
The concert is being organized by Janet
Ciano and Karon Schoenberger.
The TI Programable 58. The advanced
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for the professional
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The TI Programmable 58 utilizes TI's
state-of-the-art advance in programmable
calculators: Solid State Software. This rev-
olutionary development gives you complete
preprogrammed libraries, of up to 5,000
program steps each, in convenient plug-in
modules. You can also key-in programs you
develop, right from the keyboard. With an
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Up to 480 program steps.
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Liberal studies graduate program proposed
by Sharon Deveau
Although still in the "planning stage," a
new master's degree in liberal studies may
be offered as early as next fall, according to
Henry 0. Hooper, dean of the Graduate
School.
Implementation of the new degree
depends upon several things including the
completion of a preliminary report ex-
plaining the program and acceptance of a
major program proposal by university
authorities.
The degree, Hooper explained,
"would be geared primarily toward the
adult learner, the person who wants to do
some inter-disciplinary graduate work but
who doesn't want to go on to a specific
profession, and hence, doesn't need a
regular degree."
One advantage to this type of program
is it gives people more "flexibility,"
Hooper said. "Candidates would be able
to put together their own degree and
choose the courses they're interested in."
"Any program that we develop has to
be approved by the UMaine system," he
said. "We're hoping to expand this degree
to include all of the universities and make it
a joint operation. This way, students can
pick up courses toward the degree at any
campus."
Hooper is writing a rough draft to
Associate dean may fill health science post
Julian F. Haynes, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at UMO, is
being considered for a temporary position
as coordinator of health science education
for the University of Maine system.
Haynes, an associate professor of
zoology, may assume the position which
was temporarily vacated by Kenneth W.
Allen, a professor of zoology. Allen left to
become acting vice president at the
University of Maine at Portland—Gorham.
The health science education coordinator
is concerned with the entire University of
Maine system, although he works out of
the Orono campus.
"Since the University of Maine does not
have a medical school," Haynes said,
"there is no central unit to coordinate all
educational activities that have anything to
do with the health sciences. This office
deals with that problem."
Haynes said he had discussed the job but
had not officially assumed the position. He
said he does not expect the university to
appoint anyone as acting associate dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences if he is
appointed to the position.
'At the moment its a temporary thing,"
he said. "It's not even settled if I will get
the job yet."
3
WAYS TO GET STARTED
FOR LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE.
Reinforce your college degree and get a better start through Army ROTC Getmanagement training Self-discipline A sense of confidence Earn the extra credentialsthat will set you apart as a responsible achiever You'll also receive $2500 over yourlast two years in the Advanced ROTC Program Whether your career plans are civilianor military, Army ROTC provides opportunities for both - active duty with a startingsalary of over $11,300. or reserve service while employed in the civilian communityGet started for I:fe after college Get started in Army ROTC
TOE
EARLY
START.
If you are a veteran or a
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start makes you automatically
eligible to enter the Advanced
Program
THE
MULTIPLE
START.
Start Army ROTC during
your freshman or sophomore
year with no military obliga-
tion You'll find a number of
ways to get started in a
curriculum that's exciting,
and flexible enough to meet
your class schedule and
academic needs
CALL:
581-7112
THE
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START.
Get started in Army ROTC
through Basic Camp at Fort
Knox, Kentucky. this summer
You'll get $500 for attending
a challenging six-week camp
If your performance is
exceptional, you lust may
qualify for a two-year scholar
ship as you enter the
Advanced Program
acquaint faculty with the proposal. "Many
times proposals are sent to faculty groups
for approval and faculty members usually
react negatively to them because they're
unfamiliai with the idea," he said. "This
way, they at least know what the proposal
is all about before accepting or rejecting
it."
A group of faculty representatives
from each department of the College of
Arts and Sciences must accept the proposal
before it may be passed on to other
channels. Hooper said.
Once the faculty gives its approval,
the proposal is then sent to the Graduate
Curriculum Committee, which passes it
along to the Graduate Board. Finally,
Hooper said, the proposal will end up at
the Chancellor's office, where UMO
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy will approve
or disapprove of the plan.
The question of the cost of beginning
the new program doesn't bother Hooper.
"I don't think it will be very expensive,"
he said. "People working in the program
can use some of the courses already in the
graduate school."
"It will help current programs and
give them a new vitality. Plus, we're
hoping the new degree will generate new
kinds of courses. This will be the first
graduate degree to focus on CED
(Continuing Education Division)
students."
Hooper denies that the major reason
for the degree is a steady decline in
interest for a liberal arts education.
"Liberal arts has had its ups and downs
just like anything else," he said. "Arts
and Sciences at this particular time.
because of the job situation, is taking a
back seat. Students may still prefer liberal
arts but insist on enrolling in engineering
because the job market is better. There's
still a great deal of interest in the arts and
humanities."
"As far as I'm concerned," Hooper
comments, "the university is way behind
the times in addressing the needs of the
non-residential, adult students."
Dartmouth College, Iowa, Wesleyan
College, and State University of New York
at Stonybrook. all have master's degree
programs in liberal studies. 'I'd like to get
this program going in some form by next
fall," Hooper said. "This is primarily an
Arts and Sciences project but I'd welcome
anybody's input."
Bank closes,
another to open
Depositors Trust bank President Mau-
rice Shea has seen red— in future balance
sheets for the company's Orono branch.
Having found that the potential for
growth would not justify continued opera-
tions, the bank has announced plans to
close its Park Street office.
In a curious contradiction to that move,
Bangor Savings Bank now is constructing a
branch office in the same area that proved
unsuccessful for Depositors.
Bangor Savings Co. President Malcolm
Jones explained that his bank has already
attracted many customers from the campus
area. He believes the new office, located on
the corner of Rangeley Road and Park
Street, will continue services already being
provided to many faculty and students.
Jones indicated his bank serves many
university faculty as a major mortgagelender in the area, while also extending
educational loans to a large number of
students.
He added that the new branch will bringbank services closer to home to university
customers.
Such optimism, however, is not shared
by Shea, who believes the Orono area is
already too competitive to allow for his
bank's future growth. "We love Orono, but
we feel our capital can be used elsewhere
to mike more money," he said.
Though the closing date has not beenfinalized, Shea indicated all employees willbe shifted to other branches.
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by Hillery James
Magic, fantasy and weird creatures akin to those
of Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" trilogy or "Star
Wars" will inhabit Hauck Auditorium tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:15 through the UMO Opera
Theatre's production of Mozart's opera, "The
Magic Flute."
A grand spectacular venture, "The Magic Flute"
includes fantasy, lights, colors, dancers a 30-
member opera chorus, a complex plot and some of
Mozart's best music, according to Associate
Professor Ludlow Hallman, who is founder of theOpera Theatre and is now its artistic director and
conductor.
Thematically, the opera deals with the struggle
(and triumph) of good against evil and with man's
attempt to find wisdom.
Since its smash-hit beginning in Vienna in 1791,
"The Magic Flute" has always been popular, and
every generation has found something new in it,
says Hallman. Also, "The Magic Flute" pointedthe way toward romanticism and with the current
reported return to romantiscism in the United
States, Hallman thinks the opera's appeal may be
stronger than ever.
After a preview of the opera, it is easy to see why
"The Magic Flute" is so popular. It is indeed like
The Lord of the Rings" or "Star Wars" in its offer
of enjoyable escapism, yet it is also unmistakably a
beautiful artistic work and an achievement of the
human sprit.
Scene from "The Magic Flute." (Photo by Ed Stevens]
Spectrum
an arts section
"It's nice to think that man created something as
lovely as this, after all of his destructiveness,"
Hallman says. "Yet lovely things like this will die
ou unless we go to see them, perform them, and
let them ge, known and appreciated. It is important
for the human spirit that these things stay alive."
The Magic Flute" will be the Opera Theatre's
seventh production. An annual opera production is
the goal of the theatre, Hallman says, and he
likes to "hope that UMO is getting better able to
handle opera."
The Opera Theatre's production enhances the
opera's built-in appeal. Lighting and projections
dramatize and make good use of the basic set
design: fantastic costumes and special effects, like
.he thunderclap and lightning which accompany
.he Queen of :he Night, heighten the sense of
make-believe: and effective choreography adds a
dimension which is very exciting both visually and
emotionally. Despite rumours of flu among cast
members, the singing is generally excellent and the
music well suited to the singers.
Although educational and artisit ic growth are the
primary goals of UMO opera productions, box
office success is always gratifying. Box office sales,
as well as money from the Arthur R. Lord fund via
:he Cul.ural Affairs Committee, finance the annual
shows. Hallman says an opera's popularity here
seems to depend on how generally well-known it is.
"Carmen," for example, was sold out
Opera is a "very complex. demanding, exciting
musical machine," Hallman notes. and the year's
opera is usually chosen and cast in September, with
.he singers starting rehersals immediately. Stagingbegins in November, and the orchestra starts
rehersals in the beginning of the second semester.
Operas here are always scheduled for performancein February.
"I become very impressed to see everything
come together after all the agony," Hallman says.
"A miracle happens up there on stage."
According to Hallman, the greatest problem in
producing operas here is in finding an opera that
fi s studen. resources. "The Magic Flute," for
example, fits the present leading voice majors well,
although the role of Sorastro calls for such a low
bass that for the first time in Opera Theatre history
a non-student has been called upon to augment the
cas.. "This was a role I couldn't fill from student
alent," Hallman said, "so we are breaking
radition for the first time." Dr. Euclid Hanberry
Jr., a Belfast surgeon, will sing the role.
Other principal members of the cast are FritzRobertson, Alfred Schmitz, Patricia Connors, LindaCarroll, Janice Gray, Jean Shanks and Amy Lalime.Also performing are Candace Cooper, DurellBuzzini, Teresa Rankin, Kathleen Andrle, and
Bruce Lancaster. Linda Turnbull, Cheryl Mitchell
and Jane McDowell are the dancers.
Dr. James Bost of the Maine Masque Theatre isdirec.ing the production, which was designed byAssociate Professor E.A. Cyrus. Costumes are by
Dawn Shippe, maine Masque costume designer,
and the choreography is by Teresa Torkanowsky ofhe School of Performing Art's dance division.
Chorus master is Bruce Lancaster and GailConboy is s age manager. Michele Bremner is the
rehearsal pianist .
Ticke s cost $2 for students and $3 for
non-s uden.s and may be purchased a: theMemorial Union box office after 7p m. on Friday
and Sa urday.
Distinguished pianist's concert to help fund
Pianist Michi North will perform at
8:15 p.m. Monday night in Hauck
Auditorium. General admission is $2,
$1 for students; proceeds will benefit
the Music Talent Scholarships in the
School of Performing Arts.
Born in Tokyo, Japan, Mrs. North
began piano study at age four under
her father, a noted pianist. She made
her first public appearance at age
eight as soloist with the Nippon
Philarmonic Orchestra and within a
few years was regarded as Japan's
foremost young pianist.
World War II interrupted her
activities, but afterwards she perform-
ed at functions held by Gen. Douglas
MacArthur and throughout Japan.
In 1951 she arrived in the United
States to study under artist /teacher
Rudclph Ganz in Chicago. She ap-
peared as a soloist with several
American orchestras and received a
schola -ship to study at the Juilliard
School of Music in New York. A
Rockefeller Fnundation Grant follow-
ed.
Murrary North, now director of UMO's
School of Performing Arts, she became
artist-in-residence at Alaska Meth-
odist University and gave concerts in
Alaska and Canada. She also returned
to Japan for a nationwide tour and a
series of national television concerts.
During the past several years shehas served on the piano faculty of
Washington University and Willa-
mette University and has appeared in
concerts throughout the northwest.
The fund for the Music Talent
Scholarships will be available to music
students in both Maine and New
England.
Mrs. North will open the program
with the contemporary work
"Fantasia" by American composer
Benjamin Lees. This will be followed
by the "Sonata in D Major" by Mozart
and "Carnaval" by Robert Schumann.
After intermission, Chopin's
"Ballade No. 3 in A Major" will be
performed, then Debussy's "Suite
Bergamasque," which contains the
famous "Clair De Lune." Mrs. North
will conclude with the three "Grandes
Etudes after Paganini" by Liszt.
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Book Review 
Sea saga exciting
'Raise the Titanic!" by Clive Cussler,
published in paperback by Bantam,
377 pages
ay Charlotte McAtee
Did you ever read a book you simply
had to tell all your friends to read? You
rave about how great it is and how
engrossing and exciting, ad infinitum.
Then your friends say, 'Yeah, but
what's it about?' And you're struck
Jumb.
1
41111111111110
"Raise the Titanic!" is that type of
Dook. You want to describe exactly
low the story surges toward its climax
as those jolly old rivals, America and
Russia, devil each other in the North
Atlantic while the grand prize waits
bLried in the bowels of the sun
Titanic. You'd love to elaborate on tne
haracter of the icy and handsome
Russian captain, Andre Preylov, or of
Dirk Pitt, the heroic American, or of
the two batty (and increasingly so)
professors in charge of the mysterious
project.
But you restrain yourself from
giving details because you don't want
to give away all the delicious surprises
and plot twists.
This is a mystery book able to
:aptivate even those who abhor
mysteries. So many loose ends dangle
from the plot that you wonder how in
neaven's name author Cussler re-
members them all, let alone ties them
up. But he does it, and it's a work of
genius.
However, it's the human portrayls
that make "Raise the Titanic!" a
special book. Dirk Pitt, from the
moment he appears in the blast of a
Siberian blizzard to his disappearance
into the mist of an English graveyard,
strides through the novel with a
personality that could be terribly
Dverbearing, but isn't. He is described
as having "firm, almost cruel"
features, with "deep sea-green eyes"
that "radiated a penetrating kind of
warmth, a marked contrast from the
L lrd lines etched in the face." Pitt is
the kind of guy you love cheering for.
But even more imposing than Pitt is
Ihe ghostly hulk of the ship itself, that
grand old lady, the Titanic. Her raising
will have you teetering on the edge of
?our chair. The entire book will.
Read it. You'll finish it in a few
lours, without putting it down.
MCLU benefit planned
by Brenda Nasberg
Jazz, folk and classical music will be
featured tonight at the Oronoka
restaurant and bar in a benefit concert
for the Maine Civil Liberties Union.
The "Festival of Sound" will present
jazz performer Don Stratton, folk
guitarist Sandy Ives, classical pianist
Kathryn Foley, classical cellist Robert
Collins, and "Pete and Skip" playing
folk rock. Ives and Stratton are both
professors at UMO.
The concert is the brainstorm of two
UMO professors who are MCLU board
tt 0W4-:niktr*,c86')
St Valentine Gifts
That Never Miss!
i
4, •Snoopy Valentine
Heart Planters
•Fresh Red & White
Carnations
4*. • Red Roses
;4 
•Assorted Vases
•Floral arrangements
•Hyacinths
*Crocuses
IP*
410",
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SUNBURY MALL
BANGOR
members. led Holmes, professor of
English. and Howard Schoenberger
associate professor of history, asked
area performers to take part in a
benefit concert to deal with counter
MCLU budget cuts. The "Festival"
will start at 8 p.m.; tickets are $3 at the
Memorial Union, $4 at the door.
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Poetry Corner
Ode to an Old Dame
She stoops to turn the conquered soil
In the warm and vasji;Eot light.
Her tattered gown and ancient hands
A weathered human sight.
Each furrow set in polished poise
By the slow and ticklish prod;
While the mellowed fruits are plump with proot
Of the gentle touch of God.
But sure is the night as it spreads and consumes
With soothing harvest hands;
And so ';is with life as it pours in the flood
And joins the two in the land.
Here is the thought, and brief song of praise,
For life with care turned down:
All is the most, and least is the power,
As the orbs spin round ...
and round
John Law
- •••0",,•0'",
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Congratulations! t
Now what?
You can work 9 to S for the man or you can work fulltime for mankind
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA offer you a real al!ernatn* that could be the most
rewarding experience of your hie
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skitls and framing are needed You
can live n a new land speak a new language and be adopted by a new people
VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right nee ,n this country
whether it s r, re troubled ghetto the mountains of Appalachia or ,n your own
community
If you want to do something really important Consider the PEACE CORPS or
VISTA because you CAN make all the difference in the vrOrld
interested students are invited to stop by the PEACE CORPS
and VISTA information booth in the Fogler Library on Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday, February 14, 15, and 16 from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiters will be
conducting personal interviews with seniors and grad stu•
dents on these days in the placement office.
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR FUTURE,
WELL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA
Seniors and grad students should sign up for ,ntet",eves by P,acemec, Oro cc
CROSS
Cutler's COUNTRY0 ,4
.041 SKIS
CLEARANCE
Boots from
Ski Poles
Bindings
Childrens
srts
PS
SI1.97
4 6.47
4 5.57
426.97
.(439.97
*Come In And Enter Our APRIL IN PARIS Vacation For Two.*
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(continued from page 1)
The university was officially closed for 24 hours, according to
Blake. starting at 8 a.m. Tuesday.
The storm proved costly for the grounds crew as well,
according to supervisor Roscoe Clifford. The university may pay
as much as $15,000 in overtime wages, along with equipment
rental and maintainence, he said.
If a storm hits at a nice, convenient time—like during the
night," Clifford said, "we call in our plow crew at 1 a.m. and
we're all plowed out by morning. But when it's snowed like heck
at seven in the morning, we're in trouble."
According to Clifford. snow-removal efforts had been
completed by mid-afternoon on Thursday. He said most of the
plow crew worked from midnight until 4 p.m. Thursday, and
were all scheduled to return to work again at midnight today.
"That's what it takes to find a place to park your car," he said.
Snow removal efforts were made somewhat easier Tuesday,
however, due to the closing of the campus and the resulting lack
of traffic.
The storm knocked out nearly all scheduled events at UMO. A
meeting of the General Student Senate, scheduled for Tuesday
night. was cancelled.
Edward Boorstein, scheduled as a DLS lecturer for Thursday
night, was stranded in New York as a result of the storm. His
appearance at UMO has been rescheduled for Thursday, Feb. 16
at 8:30 p.m. in room 101 of the English-Math Building. The
movie "Fanny Hill," which MUAB had planned to show tonight,
probably will not arrive from Boston because the storm virtually
paralyzed the city.
However, the movie may have been shipped from Boston
before the storm. Richard Cooper, president of MUAB, said
announcements about the movie's fate will be made this
afternoon through WMEB, cafeteria flyers and the recorded
events telephone, 581-2600.
The storm also delayed for one day distribution of the Maine
Campus, the first such delay in recent years.
The paper, which is prepared in Lord Hall and then
transported to Ellsworth for printing, rolled off the presses
nearly on schedule Tuesday.
But by the time the paper was ready to be transported back to
UMO, roads between Ellsworth and Orono had become
impassable. One Ellsworth observer, during the height of the
storm Tuesday afternoon remarked that "Things are pretty bad
here. I was up the road a while ago and there were three police
cars stuck in one intersection." Several of the town's snow-plows
were broken down, he added.
The paper was finally delivered here and distributed late
Wednesday morning.
But after the snow finally stopped here, the Greater Orono
area had escaped comparatively easily. National Weather
Service officials estimated that slightly more than 12 inches fell
at the Bangor International Airport during the storm. Rumford
led the state in new snow, with an estimated 19 inches.
"We lucked out, really," said the spokesman about the
severity of the storm in Maine. Parts of Massachusetts.
Connecticut and New York were blanketed by more than two feet
of new snow, with both the National Guard and federal troops
mobilized to remove snow.
STUDENT ORIENTATION STAFF
F OR
SUMMER 1978 NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAM
June 5-July 8
Applications Available: 201 Fernald Hall
Applications Deadline: March 1,1978
For Addtional Informalion call 581-2587
A spray of
sparkling hearts in
a colorful bouquet.
Your FTD Florist
can send one
almost anywhere
by wire, the
FTD way. Order early.
(Most FTD Florists accept major
credit cards.)
Usually available
for less than
'As an independent businessman, eachFTD Member Florist sets his own prices
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New England champion
Rifler may be one of best in the country
by Kevin Burnham
"Short people are just the same as you
and — Randy Newman
Not this short person.
Tim Tobin may be only five feet, four
inches, but he is a giant in the New
England Rifle League.
Tobin, a second team All-American last
Near as a sophomore, has led the UMO rifle
team to two New England championships
in his three years of competition at UMO.
He expects the team will repeat this year.
"We don't have as much depth as last
year even though we're undefeated, but we
should win the championship again."
Tobin said.
Tobin, who has also been the New
England champion for two consecutive
years, attributes his great skill to a lot of
practice. He competed on his high school
team at Gray-New Gloucester for six years;
two years as a junior high student. During
his junior and senior year, he was state
champion. UMO co-captain Dave Wellman
of Bangor was state champion duirng
Tim's sophomore year.
"My father was my coach at Gray,"
Tobin said. Tim's brother Tom, and friend
Wayne Wood, also went to Gray-New
Gloucester, and are on the UMO rifle team.
So far this season, Tobin has done an
outstanding job shooting. Last weekend,
he finished sixth out of a field of 160
shooters at the West Point Invitational in
New York. He finished second in the expert
class.
"Two girls beat me," Tobin said. "One
of the girls won a medal at the Pan
American games last year."
He mentioned that UMO has three
females on its squad this season. They are
Julie Jones, Sarah McKenzie and Janet
Otto.
Rifle coach Master Sgt. Robert Bernier
said Tim is an excellent shooter and may be
one of the best in the country.
Returning the compliment, Tobin says
he has a very good coach in Sgt. Bernier.
"He must be, he's my height," Tobin
added.
Tobin, who said he lives "on the best
partying section on campus in Gannett
Hall," likes to ski, hunt, and drink beer.
He is a plants and soils major and plans
to get a related job after he graduates.
Baseball in February?
It takes a lot of spirit
by Stacey Viles
While students trudge through thigh-high
snow, the baseball team at UMO is alread:
pitching, fielding and hitting. With the aid
of nets, two batting cages. and portable
backstops and pitching mound, the team
has been preparing for the upcoming
season under protection in the field house
since school started in January.
Head coach John Winkin has been
directing the players to ready themselves
for the prestigious Riverside Tournament
in March at Riverside, California. They
open the campaign on March 25 with an
exhibition game at the University ol
California at Riverside, the defending
Division II national champions.
The seven teams Maine will be facing
include Washington State, Oregon State,
University of California at Riverside. Oral
Roberts, and Valdosa (Georgia) State.
Many schools in warmer climates, such as
Washington State, begin their seasons this
month. Because of the early season,
UMO's training has been accelerated.
Usually the first two weeks of are reserved
for conditioning, but this year they have
been taking batting practice since the first
day of training.
The Maine players have also taken extra
efforts to keep themselves in top physical
condition during the off season.
Between the fall exhibition season and
January. Coach Winkin advised his ball
players to work out. Each designed a
program to suit his needs. One may have
worked out with the nautilus, or light
weights, or may have had to run or swim.
The field house provides the space and
the equipment that would be available if
the team were able to practice outside. All
the fundamentals of the game--even
sliding--are being perfected.
Pitchers are training as if in actual
rotation. The first day is a short day; as the
days progress. the pitchers practice longer.
Now they have built up strength to throw
the equivalent of three or four innings. The
second day is a conditioning day, light
pitching on the third, and an easy day on
the fourth. And the cycle continues. The
purpose of this method is to build
endurance.
Meanwhile the infielders work on fielding
ground balls and turning double plays; the
outfielders drill defensively also. With the
two pitching machines, everyone has the
opportunity to improve timing and Co.
ordination.
At the moment there arc 24 pliching
candidates led by Barry LaCasse, Jon
Tomshick, Bruce Justice (after a one year
abscence), John Dixon, Don Mason and
Skip Clark.
Winkin believes that fans will have a
great deal to cheer abut with power
hitters like Mike Curry, Kevin Buckley
(Massachusetts Schoolboy Player of the
Year in 1977), Brian Hughes, Ralph
Stowell and Ed Mitchell.
Bob Anthoine offers speed in the lead-off
spot. Last fall in exhibitions, he hit .395
and scored 19 runs in 15 games.
Certainly Maine appears to have a great
deal of depth. And as Winkin points out "a
lot of spirit," competition awaiting in
California seems to be ample motivation.
"They want to have a good team badIN
We think we're good". And he adds.
"There's nothing like playing outside".
Visit Our
BIRGAINLAND
Downstairs
Featuring
Factory Seconds
Women's Prices Men's Prices
$5.55 $8.88
$10.10 $12.12
$22.22 $22.22
$29.29 $29.29
Shoe Factory
Outlets
419 Main -;treet , Bangor
Mon-Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6
SUN 10-5
Rte. 3, Bar Harbor Rd., Ellsworth
Tim Tobin: a second team All-American last year
Week in sports
MEN'S BASKETBALL—Saturday vs. Massachusetts at the Pit, 7:35 p.m.;
Wednesday vs. Connecticut at the Pit, 7:35 p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING—Thursday at the New Englands at Boston College.
HOCKEY—Friday at Cortland State. 7:30 p.m.; Saturday at Union, 2 p.m.;
Wednesday at Colby, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SKIING—Friday and Saturday at Dartmouth Winter
Carnival.
WOMEN'S TRACK—Wednesday at Bowdoin, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL—Friday vs. Vermont. 7:30 p.m.; Monday at UMPG,
7:30 p.m.
JV BASKETBALL—Saturday vs. Bridgton Academy at the Pit, 5:30 p.m.;
Wednesday vs. MCI at the Pit, 5:30 p.m.
GYMNASTICS—Saturday at Plymouth. 1 p.m.
WRESTLING—Saturday at Plymouth. 1 p.m.
WRESTIING—Saturday at Bowdoin. 1 p.m.
SMALL APPLIANCE SALE
Coffee Makers
Hair Stylers
Toasters
Electric Can Openers
Electric Irons
Electric Hand Food Mixers
Electric Fry Pans
Electric Blenders
TOO uwAYS DO NMI AT urs
i)(/ // dijto 
-.00 .0 42/ 4
MAINE S itik0s1
22 No. Main St. Old Town
R71-
I-
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Rebounding key to beating UMass
by Greg Betts
The Maine Black Bears get a chance to
prove to everyone in New England just how
good they are Saturday night when they
take on the Minutemen of the University of
Massachusetts. And if the Black Bears can
come up with victory number 14 tomorrow
evening, it will be a giant step toward a
possible post-season tournament berth.
But it won't come easy considering it's
been six years since the Bears have bested
the boys from the Bay State 83-79 in the
last game of the 1971-72 season. What's
even drearier is that Maine's all time
record against the Minutemen is 13-39.
But things are much different these days
with Maine having possibly the most talent
they've ever had. What's more important
though is this team's great attitude and
desire to win, an ingredient that makes big
upsets happen.
"The chemistry involved with this team
is by far the best we've ever had at
Maine," said Coach Skip Chappelle. "This
team plays and stays together more than
any I've seen before."
A good example of the Black Bears
tremendous dedication this year is the fact
that after being given Monday off to rest
following their weekend games, the
players still showed up at the gym to work
out.
Currently 11-S (with a game against
Rutgers last night). Mass will bring to
Orono a very talented and experienced
squad featuring one of the East's most
brutal frontcourts. They are led by 6'6"
forward Mike Pvatt, a leaner. who leads
the team in scoring with 15.4 points per
game. Mark Haymore, a transfer from
Indiana where he backed up Kent Benson,
0Jw of the Milwaukee Bucks, is one of the
leaders in field goal percentage in the
country shooting an incredible 69 percent.
The rugged 6'8" junior is also the team's
leading rebounder with seven per contest.
Six foot nine inch Len Kohlaas will be
playing the pivot for Mass., averaging
eight points an outing. In the backcourt the
Minutemen have two former all New York
City guards, Derick Claiborne and Alex
Eldridge. Both are 6'2" seniors. who,
combined, average 21 points per game.
'The chemistry involved
with this team is by far
the best we've ever had
at Maine.'
Massachusetts' trademark is very physi-
cal play with tough team rebounding.
Coach Jack Leaman is a bit disappointed
with his team's performance so far this
year though, because of all the talent he
had returning.
The highpoint of Massachusetts' season
so far has been a one point win over Ronnie
Perry and the Holy Cross Crusaders in that
team's home territory of Worcester. Still to
come on the Minutemen's schedule are
games with Villanova and Pittsburg.
Without going as far as saying this was
the most important game since he took
over the reigns at Maine, the Black Bears
mentor let it be known that a lot is riding on
this contest.
Four average in double figures
1977-78 University of Maine besketbaii
PLAYER FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA pc-r
19-Gene Steil/dial (134)
REB-AVG ASSTS TP AVG
Rufus Hteris 161-310 519 104-135 .770 191-10.1 50 426 22.5
Roger Lapharn 128-262 .489 49-62 790 126-8.8 48 305 16.1
Kevin Melton
Wally Russell
102-177
80-137
.576
584
460457-87 .788070 175-9.2
S3-16.022:91
24 271
200
14.3
10.5
Jim Klein
Will Morrison
Bob McLaughlin
41-81
30-75
2140
506
400
.52,5
13-5 251
16-18
.8°61°9
889 14-1.0
2041041
9
97
73
58
5.1
4.1
at
Rick Boucher 11-21 524 8-9 880 23-2.1 12 30 2.7
Gary Speed
John Joyce
6-12
6-21
500
286
1-3
8-12
.333
667
7.10
22 1.3
4
2
13
20
1.8
1.2
Dave Wyman 2-6 333 2-2 1,000 8-1.1 3 6 0.9
TEAM (UMO!
UMO TOTALS 515 767 782-41.2 1499 789
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Bring This Coupon
Keys Made Ice
504 504
Cold Wine-Beer-Kegs
Open 0111:00 Weekdays
Fri & Sat Sunday
tit 12pm til 10pm
750 Stillwater Ave. 827-5504
L mo sou on me mum ow MI
Classifieds
Summer Jobe guaranteed or money back
Nation's largest directory Minimum fitly
employees per state Includes riveters applies-
lions only $3, Surncholos, Box 645. SUM P
College. Pa 16801
Men Women! JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign No experience required Excellent
pay, Worldwide travel Summer job or ceresr
Sod $3 for Information SEAFAX, Dept E-7,
Box 2019, Port Angeles. Washington QM
Attention Students! Bangor—unturniahed
apartment Stove and refrigerator Included 2
bedrooms, pay own utilities $150 monthly,
security deposit No pets, call 980-7762 Of
969-7513
DeCrane Jewelers
38 Main Street Orono Me
866-4032
Diamonds & Watches
Gifts for ail occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairs
Some Sorority &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available
"It's as important as it can be,
considering the plateau we're now at."
said Chappelle. We certainly haven't been
in this position too many times before.
"We've got to be concerned with our
rebounding, if we're going to beat UMass.
Rufus Harris can rebound with anyone,
Roger Lapham blocks out extremely well,
and Kevin Nelson has been doing a fine lob
on the boards for us."
"We have out-rebounded taller clubs on
a number of occasions this year and we'll
hope to on Saturday night also " he said.
Then Coach Chappelle spoke of an
experience during his junior year as a
member of the Black Bears basketball team
which he says is similar to the UMass
game.
"Back in the 1960-61 season we were
13-0 when UConn came into Orono. After
seeing the publicity we were getting, a
newspaper headline quoted them as
saying, "Put up or shut up!" This game is
similar to that because it will tell us how
competitive we really are."
Maine, by the way. beat UConn in that
game by one point.
Before an expected jam-packed Mem-
orial Gymnasium tomorrow night. Coach
Chappelle and his talented Black Bears will
be hoping to make the UMass Minutemen
believers just like Maine did to Connecticut
some 17 years ago. Game time is 7:35.
Commentary 
Athletes are brewing
a storm of their own
by Paul Battenfeld
Maine has always been synony-
mous with cold, snowy winters, but
this year other areas, like Boston and
New York, which are not quite so
familiar to biting winds and four foot
drifts, are getting more than a savory
morsel to broaden their concept of
the word "yee-ha."
Now, riding the crest of the
southward flow of snowy waves, is
an invasion of UMO athletes. And
while it may not be too surprising to
the coaches who have been building
their programs, it is still somewhat
shocking and exciting to see Maine
teams competing against perenially
solid opponents.
Tomorrow night, for example, a
very strong U Mass basketball squad
could face a stern test against a
sometimes erratic, but potentially
explosive Black Bear team. UMass,
after going 8-0 and en)oying a brief
week as the East's number one,
simply should not lose to Maine.
Maine however, is not going to be
a pushover. Except for one really
poor performance at UNH, the team
has played well all season, and there
just might be a close, hard fought
game Saturday night. And whether
it's played at Madison Square
up
Garden, a playground in the Bronx
or the Pit, that's what basketball is
all about.
The women's swim team, coached
by Jeff Wren, could also raise some
eyebrows, if their regular season
success hasn't already done so,
when they compete for the New
England Championship next week. If
the team swims as well as it has all
year, there is nothing to prevent
them from winning.
The men swimmers, favorites to
win both the Yankee Conference and
New England titles, face an adver-
sary comparable to both of these
crowns in Harvard. Ivy League
teams have always set the pace for
schools in the East, and this year
Harvard is formidable, if not a
national contender. The team has
depth and individuals capable of
olympic-level times. Obviously U MO
coach Alan Switzer wants his team to
be in peak condition. They will leave
for Cambridge on Thursday for the
Friday, Feb. 17, afternoon meet.
Hopefully these UMO teams can
cause the same type of sensation
with their southern rivals that the
blizzards have recently provided.
Maine, they could find out, is more
than a summer vacationland and a
winter wasteland. UMO breathes.
GREAT WHITE SNOW BARGAIN HUNTER ----
Meet Edwarington Bylthe-Johnson, Britan-
nia's leading snow detective. Fearless,
implaccable, frost bitten, Sir Blythe-John-
son has searched from here to there for ideal
ski conditions—challenging runs, good
snow, reasonable prices and apres ski fun.
Immodesty compels us to announce that he
has ended his search and has taken up
residence in the Main Lodge at the Camden
Snowbowl He's found a home. You'll find
one, too, at the
CAMDEN SNOWBOWL
Call 236-3879 for snow conditions
COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH IDS SKI
FOR HALFPRICE ON WEEKDAYS
NIGHT SKIING TUES, WED, THURS.
PLAY
We feature SKATES
for Men, Women and
Children and a full line
of HOCKEY EQUIP-
MENT from PEEWEE
TO SENIOR SIZES
See the
Largest Saoct•on ol
Athletic Footwear
In Maine
Sroes for Jogging, Track. Tennis Basketball,
Baseball, Football. Soccer, Wrestling. Skating
By ADIDAS • BATA • NIKE
CONVERSE • PUMA • TIGER
HYDESPOT • BILT• BROOKS
NEW BALANCE • MEDALIST
ER • CCIVI
A.J.GOLDSMITH
Men's Wear - Sporting Goods
10 North Main St.. Old Town
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